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In three experiments participants haptically discriminated object shape using unimanual (single hand
explored two objects) and bimanual exploration (both hands were used, but each hand, left or right,
explored a separate object). Such haptic exploration (one versus two hands) requires somatosensory
processing in either only one or both cerebral hemispheres; previous studies related to the perception
of shape/curvature found superior performance for unimanual exploration, indicating that shape
comparison is more effective when only one hemisphere is utilized. The current results, obtained
for naturally shaped solid objects (bell peppers, Capsicum annuum) and simple cylindrical surfaces
demonstrate otherwise: bimanual haptic exploration can be as effective as unimanual exploration,
showing that there is no necessary reduction in ability when haptic shape comparison requires
interhemispheric communication. We found that while successive bimanual exploration produced high
shape discriminability, the participants’ bimanual performance deteriorated for simultaneous shape
comparisons. This outcome suggests that either interhemispheric interference or the need to attend to
multiple objects simultaneously reduces shape discrimination ability. The current results also reveal a
significant effect of age: older adults’ shape discrimination abilities are moderately reduced relative to
younger adults, regardless of how objects are manipulated (left hand only, right hand only, or bimanual
exploration).
We humans explore and manipulate environmental objects primarily with our hands. Multiple studies over the
past half century1–5 have demonstrated that for some tactile and proprioceptive tasks, performance for two hands
is as good, or better, than that obtained from the usage of a single hand. Lappin and Foulke1, for example, required
participants to detect and then count single-dot raised bumps mixed in with two-dot patterns of bumps. Their
participants’ performance was faster and more accurate when two fingers on separate hands were used to scan the
stimuli than for unimanual conditions where two fingers on a single hand were employed. Similarly, in an investigation evaluating the discrimination of object stiffness/softness, Plaisier and Ernst2 found that their participants’
judgments were most precise when two hands were used for haptic exploration.
Tactual sensory information accompanying the haptic exploration of object surfaces eventually reaches anterior parietal cortex. A hierarchical organization exists within somatosensory cortex such that tactile information
initially arrives at area 3b, then spreads to areas 1 and 26–9. Eventually, information about touch arrives in posterior parietal cortex (e.g., area 5)10. Receptive field properties change substantially along this pathway: in area 3b,
neurons subserving the hand receive excitatory input exclusively from the contralateral hand and fingers9 (there
is ipsilateral input, but its’ function is to suppress and modulate neuronal activity arising from input from the
contralateral hand11,12). While neurons in 3b are only excited by tactile input from the contralateral hand, neurons in areas 2 and 5 have bilateral receptive fields and will thus respond to appropriate tactile input from both
hands6,13,14. This bilateral functionality depends upon interhemispheric communication through the corpus callosum; if the postcentral gyrus in one cerebral hemisphere is destroyed or ablated, the sensitivity of somatosensory
neurons in the other hemisphere’s area 2 or 5 to ipsilateral tactile information is eliminated15. The importance
of the corpus callosum for the human sense of touch was behaviorally demonstrated by Gazzaniga, Bogen, and
Sperry16. These researchers studied the tactile abilities of a man whose cerebral hemispheres had been disconnected as a treatment for severe epilepsy. After being blindfolded, the patient was instructed to point to locations
where he had been touched. Correct localizations only occurred when both the area of skin touched and the hand
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Figure 1. The left panel shows photographs of the eight stimulus objects (scaled replicas of bell peppers,
Capsicum annuum) used in Experiment 1. Progressing from upper left to bottom right are objects 1, 2, 3, 5,
7, 8, 11, and 12. The right panel shows object 1 in the palm of a participant’s hand; the objects used in this
experiment were scaled to one-eighth of the volume of the original bell pepper replicas that were created by
Norman et al.31.

used to point were located on the same side of the body. Gazzaniga et al. concluded (p. 213) “that somatosensory
information from each half of the body below the neck is projected in this patient only to the contralateral hemisphere, and further, that the sensations involved are not accessible in any direct way to the ipsilateral hemisphere”.
As we have seen, bilateral sensitivity to touch requires the interhemispheric transfer of sensory information
across the corpus callosum8,12,15. Haptic comparison of objects using two separate hands, therefore, necessitates
cooperation between the two cerebral hemispheres. In contrast, object comparison with a single hand only
requires somatosensory processing within a single hemisphere. Multiple previous studies investigating the perception of object shape and structure17–19 have demonstrated that bimanual haptic performance is lower than
unimanual performance (an additional study, however, found no overall difference in performance between the
usage of one and two hands20). In all of these previous studies, relatively simple objects were haptically explored
by participants (cylindrical curvatures, quadric surfaces, tactile gratings, & aggregates of cubes). No study has yet
investigated whether the previously reported advantage for unimanual haptic exploration (and corresponding
disadvantage for bimanual exploration) occurs for more ecologically valid objects (i.e., those that possess more
naturalistic and complex solid shapes). One purpose of the current study is to remedy this deficit–at the moment,
we do not know the extent to which the two cerebral hemispheres can cooperate in order to bimanually perceive
and discriminate natural solid shape. At this point, it is important to note that psychophysical findings obtained
for simple geometric objects do not necessarily generalize to objects that possess more complex and/or naturalistic geometrical structure. For example, Norman et al.21 found considerable viewpoint invariance for shape
discrimination tasks involving naturally-shaped bell peppers, but very little viewpoint invariance was obtained22
for sinusoidally-modulated spheres. Another current unknown is whether aging differentially affects the uni- and
bimanual perception of object shape. Previous research has demonstrated that aging is associated with reduced
interhemispheric communication23–28. Because of this age-related neurophysiological deterioration in hemispheric connectivity, one would expect that older adults’ decrement in performance (accompanying bimanual
exploration) would be even larger than whatever decrement occurs for younger adults. A second purpose of the
current study was to evaluate this hypothesis.

Experiment 1

Method. Apparatus. An Apple PowerMacintosh G4 computer was used to randomly order the presentation
of the experimental stimuli.
Experimental Stimuli. The stimulus objects were 8 of the 12 plastic replicas of naturally-shaped bell peppers
(Capsicum annuum) that have been used in previous research21,29–31. In order to permit haptic exploration
by a single hand, the large original-sized bell peppers (average volume was 350 cm3) were reduced in volume
to one-eighth of their original size (see Fig. 1). To do this, the original bell peppers were first laser scanned
(NextEngine Laser Scanner). The x, y, and z Cartesian coordinates of the resulting 3-D models (resolution of
about 74,000 triangular polygons) were scaled by one-half (scaling by a factor of 0.5 in all dimensions results
in a reduction in volume to one-eighth of the original size, 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 = 0.125). Following this reduction in
volume, two sets of the bell peppers were then printed in PLA plastic (polylactic acid) using a Bits From Bytes 3D
Touch printer.
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Procedure. The participants were required to perform a same versus different shape discrimination task. On
any given trial, participants haptically explored two objects successively for three seconds each, separated by a
3-second interstimulus interval (ISI); they were then required to judge whether the objects possessed the same
shape or had different shapes. These parameters (3 sec presentation, 3 sec ISI) have been successfully used in past
studies21,29–31. The stimulus objects were randomly oriented by the experimenter for every presentation. There
were three between-subjects experimental conditions where participants haptically explored the stimulus objects
using either (1) their right hand only, (2) their left hand only, or (3) both hands. It is important to note that in the
both hands condition, different hands were used to explore the two stimulus objects on any given trial (left hand
explored only one object, while the right hand explored a completely separate object); therefore, in this condition, any given hand (left or right) haptically explored only one object per trial (our procedures were completely
unlike those of Squeri et al.3; in their bimanual conditions, each hand explored both stimuli within any given
trial). For those participants in the both hands condition, half judged object shape with the left hand first, while
the remainder judged object shape with the right hand first. The participants never saw the stimulus objects; they
were always haptically manipulated behind an occluding surface.
Each participant made a total of 96 shape judgments (48 “same” trials and 48 “different” trials). As was pointed
out in an earlier section, we used a subset of the 12 bell pepper replicas created by Norman et al.31: in the current
experiment, we only used objects 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, and 12. These individual objects were chosen, because pairs of
objects formed from these 8 bell peppers (objects 1 and 3, objects 1 and 7, objects 2 and 11, objects 3 and 7, objects
3 and 8, objects 5 and 12) are especially challenging for human participants (see Table 1 of Norman et al.31).
Within a block of 96 trials, there were 8 presentations of the 6 “different” pairs of objects (1 and 3, 1 and 7, 2 and
11, 3 and 7, 3 and 8, 5 and 12), resulting in a total of 48 “different trials”. In addition, there were 48 “same trials”
within each block of 96 total trials where one of the 8 individual objects (randomly chosen) would be paired with
itself (i.e., presented twice successively). The order of the various objects and same versus different trials was
determined randomly for each individual participant.
In addition to evaluating the participants’ haptic shape discrimination ability, we assessed their manual dexterity using the Moberg Pick-up Test32–37; if an older participant, for example, possesses reduced manual dexterity,
it could conceivably affect their ability to haptically perceive 3-D object shape. In this test, the participants pick
up 12 small metal objects (one at a time) and place them within a container as rapidly as possible. Examples of the
objects would include a wing nut, a wood screw, a safety pin, a key, etc. The cumulative time needed to pick up
all of the objects is measured both with and without vision; good manual dexterity is associated with shorter (i.e.,
faster) pick-up times. Our participants completed the pick-up test twice for each hand that was used for haptic
shape exploration (some participants only used their right hand; other participants only used their left hand;
others used both hands); the shorter pick-up time (i.e., best performance) of the two measured was used in the
resulting analyses.
Participants. Forty-eight younger and older adults participated in the experiment (8 participants for each of
the 6 combinations of experimental condition and age group). All participants were either right handed (47)
or ambidextrous (1); none were left handed. Twenty-four of the participants were older (M = 73.4 years of age,
SD = 6.1, range = 62 to 87 years) and 24 were younger (M = 22.5 years of age, SD = 3.2, range = 19 to 31 years).
All participants were naive regarding the purpose of the experiment. The study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of Western Kentucky University, and each participant signed an informed consent document prior
to testing. Our research was carried out in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association
(Declaration of Helsinki).
Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author
upon reasonable request.

Results and Discussion. The participants’ results are shown in Fig. 2; the figure plots shape discrimination

performance in terms of d′ (the signal detection measure of perceptual sensitivity38) as a function of the various
haptic exploration conditions. It is readily apparent from an inspection of Fig. 2 that there was no effect of the
number of hands, i.e., no difference in performance either between the use of one hand and two hands or between
the left-hand-only and right-hand-only conditions (F(2, 42) = 0.08, p = 0.92, η2p = 0.004). While there was no
effect of the various hand conditions, there was, however, a significant and adverse effect of increased age (F(1,
42) = 5.5, p < 0.025, η2p = 0.12), such that the older participants’ discrimination accuracy was modestly reduced
relative to that of the younger participants. The interaction between age and hand condition was not significant
(F(2, 42) = 0.01, p = 0.995, η2p < 0.001) reflecting the fact that there was no variation in performance across the
various hand conditions for either the younger or older adults. Given that there was an overall significant effect
of age upon shape discrimination performance and that the ages of our older participants varied widely (62 to 87
years), we decided to determine whether there was variation in performance within our sample of older adults.
A plot of the older adults’ shape discrimination performance as a function of their individual ages is provided
in Fig. 3. It is interesting that while we found an overall adverse effect of age (Fig. 2) such that the older adults
performed more poorly than the younger adults, there was no deterioration of performance with increasing age
(r = −0.13, p = 0.56, 2-tailed) within our sample of older participants despite the fact that the ages of our youngest
older participant (62 years) and oldest older participant (87 years) differed by a quarter of a century.
The results of the assessment of manual dexterity (i.e., Moberg pick-up test) are shown in Fig. 4. Not surprisingly, performance was best when vision was permitted and deteriorated when only tactual sensory input was
allowed (F(1, 46) = 296.8, p < 0.000001, η2p = 0.87). There was also a significant main effect of age (F(1, 46) = 31.4,
p < 0.000001, η2p = 0.41) as well as an age × vision/no-vision interaction (F(1, 46) = 12.2, p = 0.001, η2p = 0.21). It
is not surprising that the older adults, on average, possessed reduced manual dexterity36,37. What is important is
SCiENtifiC REPOrtS | (2018) 8:377 | DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-18691-2
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Figure 2. Results for Experiment 1. The younger and older participants’ shape discrimination accuracies are
plotted in terms of d’ for the three unimanual and bimanual haptic exploration conditions. The error bars
indicate ±1 SE. The corresponding values for percent correct were derived from Table A5.3 of Macmillan and
Creelman38.

Figure 3. Results for Experiment 1. The older participants’ shape discrimination performances (d′) are plotted
as a function of their individual ages. The solid line depicts the best-fitting linear regression.
that while there were large variations in manual dexterity among our sample of older participants (e.g., reflected
by without vision pick-up times), these variations in dexterity did not significantly influence (i.e., did not correlate: r = −0.277, p = 0.19, 2-tailed) their haptic shape discrimination performance; even if this relationship had
been statistically significant, the older participants’ manual dexterities would have accounted for only 7.7 percent
of the variance (r2 = 0.077) in their haptic shape discrimination performance.

Experiment 2

The results of Experiment 1 (Fig. 2) clearly demonstrate that there was no difference in shape discrimination performance between one-handed and two-handed haptic exploration (i.e., usage of one or two cerebral hemispheres
to judge shape). This outcome is quite different from a number of previous studies17,18 that found a superiority
in performance for unimanual haptic exploration. One obvious possibility for the difference in outcome is the
stimulus objects themselves: the relevant previous studies used simple curved surfaces, such as cylindrical and
quadric surfaces, whereas in the current Experiment 1, participants were required to discriminate complex and
naturalistic object shapes (replicas of bell peppers, Capsicum annuum, see Fig. 1). The purpose of Experiment 2
was to test this possibility, that the difference in object shapes themselves produced the difference in outcome. In
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Figure 4. Results for Experiment 1. The younger and older participants’ performances for the pick-up test of
manual dexterity are plotted for the conditions with and without vision. The error bars indicate ±1 SE.

the current Experiment 2, we followed the basic procedure of Experiment 1, but used cylindrical surfaces developed by Pont, Kappers, and Koenderink39.

Method. Apparatus. An Apple MacBook computer was used to randomly determine the presentation order
of the experimental stimuli and to collect the participants’ responses.

Experimental Stimuli. The stimulus objects were the same cylindrical curved blocks used by Pont et al.39: the
overall dimensions were 20 × 2 × ~5 cm (length × width × height). The top of the blocks (which were haptically
explored by participants using their index finger) possessed convex and concave curvatures of 0.2, 0.6, and 1.0 /m.
These curved blocks were created using a computer-controlled milling machine; they are plastic (PVC, polyvinyl
chloride), and their surfaces are completely smooth to the touch (i.e., no texture).
Procedure. The basic procedure was similar to that used in Experiment 1. The participants haptically explored
the top surface of two curved blocks successively (convex & concave of the same curvature magnitude) and
made a shape judgment. For these stimuli, the participants were required to judge which of the two stimulus
objects on any given trial was convex, the first or the second (i.e., 2AFC temporal forced choice). As in previous
research33,40,41 the participants were limited by an aperture to feeling the middle 10 cm portion of the curved surfaces. Each curved block was presented (and haptically explored by the participant) for 5 seconds; the successive
stimulus presentations were once again separated by a 3-second ISI. The participants haptically explored each
object behind an occluding surface, so that they never saw the actual experimental stimuli. Just as in Experiment
1, the objects were haptically explored using either one (right) or two hands; in the two hands condition, the left
hand would feel/explore one of the stimulus surfaces on any given trial, while the right hand would feel/explore
the other. In this experiment, one versus two hands was a within-subjects factor. Each participant judged surface
shape with one hand and with two hands on separate days: 3 participants judged surface shape using one hand
first, while the remaining 2 participants judged surface shape with two hands first.
As in previous studies33,40, within any given experimental session participants judged stimulus surfaces with
the largest curvature first (1.0 /m) and progressed to the medium and smallest curvature magnitudes (0.6 and
0.2 /m, respectively). Each participant made a total of 40 shape judgments for each curvature magnitude; the
order of the 20 convex presented first trials and 20 convex presented second trials within any particular block was
completely random.
Participants. Five younger adults participated in the experiment (mean age = 23.4 years, sd = 1.1). All participants were naive regarding the purpose of the experiment. The study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of Western Kentucky University, and each participant signed an informed consent document prior to
testing. Our research was carried out in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association
(Declaration of Helsinki).
Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author
upon reasonable request.

Results and Discussion. The participants’ results are shown in Fig. 5. It is readily apparent that while
there was a large effect of the curvature magnitude upon shape discrimination performance (F(2, 8) = 118.4,
SCiENtifiC REPOrtS | (2018) 8:377 | DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-18691-2
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Figure 5. Results for Experiment 2. The participants’ shape discrimination accuracies (d′) for both haptic
exploration conditions are plotted as a function of the stimulus curvature magnitude. The error bars indicate ±1
SE. The corresponding values for percent correct were derived from Table A5.2 of Macmillan and Creelman38.

p < 0.000001; η2p = 0.97), there was no effect of unimanual versus bimanual haptic exploration (F(1, 4) = 0.8,
p = 0.43, η2p = 0.159). In addition, the effect of curvature was strikingly similar for both unimanual and bimanual
exploration conditions (i.e., no hand condition × curvature interaction, F(2, 8) = 0.3, p = 0.74, η2p = 0.072).

Experiment 3

In neither Experiment 1 nor Experiment 2 was there an effect of unimanual versus bimanual haptic exploration.
This clear outcome (see Figs 2 and 5) is quite different from a number of previous studies17,18 that found a superiority for unimanual exploration. A comparison of the methodology of current and past experiments reveals a
potential explanation for the conflicting outcomes: in the previous studies, participants in the two-handed conditions were allowed simultaneous stimulus exploration, while the comparison in the one-handed conditions was
always successive. It is thus possible that the previously reported difference in shape discrimination performance
between unimanual and bimanual conditions actually reflects a difference between simultaneous and successive
haptic exploration. The purpose of the current experiment was to test this possibility.

Method.

Apparatus and Experimental Stimuli.
those used in Experiment 2.

The apparatus and experimental stimuli were the same as

Procedure. The procedures were identical to those used in the two-handed/bimanual condition of Experiment
2. The only exception was that the haptic exploration of the two stimulus objects on any given trial was simultaneous rather than successive; for example, the participants explored a convex (or concave) stimulus with the right
hand and a concave (or convex) stimulus with the left hand. On any given trial, the participants’ task was to judge
whether the convex stimulus was located left or right (2AFC spatial forced choice).
Participants. The same 5 younger adults who had made successive judgments in Experiment 2 participated in
the current experiment. All participants were once again naive regarding the purpose of the experiment. The
study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Western Kentucky University, and each participant
signed an informed consent document prior to testing. Our research was carried out in accordance with the Code
of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).
Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author
upon reasonable request.

Results and Discussion. The results obtained for simultaneous haptic exploration are shown in Fig. 6 (filled
circles) along with the participants’ successive exploration results from Experiment 2 (open circles). It is clear that
the participants’ shape discrimination performance deteriorated significantly when the two objects on any given
trial had to be compared simultaneously (one object explored with the left hand & a different object explored
simultaneously with the right hand). A 2-way within-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA) conducted upon the
results shown in Fig. 6 revealed significant effects of both haptic exploration mode (simultaneous versus successive comparison, F(1, 4) = 11.0, p < 0.03; η2p = 0.73) and surface curvature magnitude (F(2, 8) = 54.7, p < 0.0001;
η2p = 0.93). In addition, the haptic exploration mode × curvature magnitude interaction was significant (F(2,
8) = 4.6, p < 0.05, η2p = 0.54). The increase in performance with increasing curvature magnitude for simultaneous stimulus comparison was quite linear. In contrast, in the successive comparison condition, the performance
SCiENtifiC REPOrtS | (2018) 8:377 | DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-18691-2
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Figure 6. Experimental results. The participants’ shape discrimination accuracies (d′) for Experiment 3
(simultaneous stimulus exploration) are plotted as a function of the stimulus curvature magnitude. The
analogous performance for Experiment 2 (successive stimulus exploration) is plotted for comparison. The error
bars indicate ±1 SE. The corresponding values for percent correct were derived from Table A5.2 of Macmillan
and Creelman38.

improvement obtained from an increase in stimulus curvature from 0.6 to 1.0 m−1 was smaller than that obtained
from an increase in curvature from 0.2 to 0.6 m−1; this reduction was probably the result of a ceiling effect.

General Discussion

Previous research by Kappers and Koenderink17 and Kappers et al.18 indicated that unimanual haptic exploration
produced superior judgments of shape, at least for simple curved surfaces (cylindrical and quadric surfaces).
These initial results were certainly interesting, because they suggested that shape performance was best if the
required somatosensory cortical processing were limited to one cerebral hemisphere (haptic shape comparison
of objects felt separately by the left and right hands requires interhemispheric communication across cerebral
commissures and somatosensory processing in both cerebral hemispheres). One purpose of the current study
was to determine whether this advantage for unimanual over bimanual exploration generalized to the perception and discrimination of more complex and ecologically valid objects. A second purpose of the current study
was to determine whether somatosensory processing differs in younger and older adults; if there was a general
perceptual deficit that accompanies bimanual haptic exploration, would this deficit increase with increasing age?
One might expect such an outcome, given that past research23–28 has demonstrated that aging is associated with
deterioration in interhemispheric communication.
The results of the current Experiment 1 for both younger and older participants (see Fig. 2) were quite different from the earlier studies of Kappers and colleagues17,18, suggesting that either the particular stimulus objects or
some other methodological difference was responsible. Experiment 2 was conducted to determine whether the
type of stimulus shape per se differentially affects unimanual and bimanual haptic performance; the combined
results of Experiments 1 and 2 (Figs 2 and 5) clearly demonstrate that unimanual shape discrimination is not
generally superior to bimanual shape discrimination, either for simple curved surfaces or complex solid objects.
Despite the outcomes of the current Experiments 1 and 2, it is nevertheless true that Kappers and Koenderink17
found a significant difference in performance between their unimanual and bimanual exploration conditions.
An additional possibility, unexplored in Experiments 1 and 2, is a potential difference between the perceptual
informativeness of successive and simultaneous comparison. In the current Experiments 1 and 2, the participants
always haptically explored the stimulus objects sequentially; in the relevant studies of Kappers et al.17,18, the participants in the bimanual condition were allowed to explore the stimulus objects simultaneously with their left
and right hands. To evaluate whether simultaneous haptic exploration is associated with a reduction in shape
discrimination ability, we conducted Experiment 3. Indeed, the outcome of the current Experiment 3 was clear:
while simultaneous haptic comparison of shape is possible (i.e., d’ values of 0.96 to 1.68 for curvature magnitudes
of 0.6 m−1 or higher), it comes at a cost. Simultanous exploration does produce inferior shape discrimination
performance when compared to successive haptic exploration (see Fig. 6). Why might this be the case? Our finding seems quite comparable to the classic studies involving dichotic listening42,43. Cherry42, for example, played
auditory passages separately to participants’ left and right ears. While the participants could easily attend to and
recognize speech presented to one ear, they could not effectively perceive auditory passages simultaneously from
both ears. A comparison of the bimanual results of Experiments 2 (successive) and 3 (simultaneous) reveals a
similar haptic phenomenon–if participants are only required to attend to one stimulus object at a time, its shape
can be well recovered and discrimination performance will be high. If, however, participants are required to
attend simultaneously to multiple stimulus objects, then there is a reduction in shape recovery and discrimination
SCiENtifiC REPOrtS | (2018) 8:377 | DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-18691-2
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performance is reduced. This possible effect of divided attention upon the haptic discrimination of shape is reinforced by an analogous tactile finding by Craig44. In Craig’s study, tactile 2-D patterns were delivered simultaneously to his participants’ index and middle fingers. In one condition, participants were directed to attend to one
particular finger; on each trial, they were required to identify one of 10 possible tactile patterns presented to that
attended finger. In the divided attention condition, different tactile patterns were also presented to both index
and middle fingers; after the stimuli for each trial were removed, however, the participants were cued by a visual
display to identify either the pattern presented to the index finger or the pattern presented to the middle finger.
Analogous to our results (Fig. 6), while Craig’s tactile patterns could be identified (much better than chance)
when the two fingers’ stimuli were attended to simultaneously, there was a significant cost. The performance
observed in the divided attention condition was much lower than that obtained during the directed attention
condition (77 versus 93 percent correct, respectively).
Another possible explanation for our results (Fig. 6) beyond divided attention is interference between the
hemispheres1,45–48. Our results for successive shape comparison demonstrate that the cerebral hemispheres can
cooperate effectively under some conditions (i.e., high d’ values for successive comparison of objects whose attributes are initially processed in separate hemispheres). However, our results (Fig. 6) also demonstrate that human
shape discriminability (as reflected by d′) is reduced by about 50 percent when haptic information about object
shape must be compared simultaneously across the two hemispheres. It may be that while each hemisphere is
engaged in processing the shape information coming from the contralateral hand during simultaneous exploration, it is less receptive to (or negatively affected by) the corresponding activity occurring in the opposite hemisphere. Thus, haptic shape discrimination performance is markedly reduced during simultaneous exploration as
compared to the maximal performance obtained for successive exploration.
At this point in the discussion, it is very important to note that the simultaneous usage of two hands during
haptic exploration does not in and of itself reduce shape discrimination ability. In a previous study by Crabtree
and Norman29, participants used both hands to simultaneously explore/feel the same object shapes (bell peppers
1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, and 12) as used in the current Experiment 1 (where the participants’ two hands, left & right, felt
objects only successively). Both the prior experiment29 and the current Experiment 1 required the participants to
perform the identical same/different shape discrimination task. The discriminabilities obtained in the two experiments (mean d′ = 1.942 for the experiment of Crabtree & Norman29; mean d′ = 2.007 for younger adults in the
current Experiment 1) are essentially identical and are not significantly different (t(20) = 0.43, p = 0.67, 2-tailed).
This similarity of performance demonstrates that the simultaneous use of two hands to feel objects (both hands
were simultaneously used to feel each individual object)29 can be as effective as the separate/successive use of two
hands (current Experiment 1) when discriminating 3-D object shape. What produces poor discrimination performance is the simultaneous exploration of two different objects by two different hands (current Experiment 3); thus,
our overall results are consistent with either interhemispheric interference or divided attention.
As was pointed out earlier in this discussion, one of the purposes of the current study was to evaluate the
potential adverse effects of aging upon bimanual shape discrimination; this potential effect (relatively good performance for older adults for unimanual haptic exploration, but reduced performance for bimanual haptic exploration) might occur as a consequence of the reduced interhemispheric communication that accompanies aging
for other modalities and tasks23–28. Nevertheless, our current findings (see Fig. 2) are clear: not only is there no
deterioration in shape discrimination performance accompanying bimanual haptic exploration in younger adults,
there is also no decrement whatsoever for older adults. Because tactile excitatory input to the cerebral cortex initially arrives (e.g., in cortical area 3b) only from the contralateral hand, good performance for our bimanual shape
discrimination condition requires effective interhemispheric communication. Our current results (white bars in
Fig. 2) suggest that, at least for the sense of touch, increases in age do not necessarily result in a loss of effective
functional communication between the two cerebral hemispheres.
Previous studies demonstrate that many types of information combine across the two hands49–52. Consider,
for example, aftereffects of shape/curvature: feeling a convex surface with one hand (say the left) can produce
a concave aftereffect for the other hand (right)50–52. This behavioral phenomenon obviously demonstrates that
information from the two hands is combined at some locus within the somatosensory system. Obvious candidate
locations would be cortical areas 2 and 5, which possess tactile neurons with bilateral receptive fields. Since this
bilateral sensitivity depends upon effective callosal communication15, and our current results indicate preserved
interhemispheric tactile communication in older adults, we therefore predict that curvature aftereffects across the
hands should occur for older adults. Testing this possibility would be a logical choice for future research.

Conclusion

Under conditions of successive (but not simultaneous) comparison, bimanual exploration produces haptic shape
discrimination performance that can be as effective as that obtained from unimanual haptic exploration; for
successive comparison, the two cerebral hemispheres of the brain are able to cooperate effectively to support the
haptic discrimination of object shape.
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